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PREFACE 
This study is concerned with production planning for 
group technology manufacturing. The primary objective is to 
extend the existing methodology associated with production 
planning and ~control systems to enhance the benefits of 
group technology. A planning cost model is developed and 
solved using aggregated planning techniques. Potential 
applications and benefits of using the model are presented. 
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CHAFlEB I 
IN~BODOC~ION 
Goal ot the Besearch 
ThE goal of this research is to extend the ex~sting 
aethcdology associated vith Eroduction Flanning and control 
systeas to enhance tle benefits of using group technology 
conce1ts in batct manufacturins. ~he rafid growth of 
~anufacturing using grou~ technology (Gt) concefts and the 
Extensive use of Frcduction pla~ning a~d control systems 
(PICS) designed for traditional manufacturing systems have 
lead to the selection of this toiiC tor further research. 
SCOfe and Assumptions cf the REsearch 
~his work concentratES on the flanning cf production of a 
grcup of Farts by a g~oup ot machines. It is assumed that 
the rarts and machinEs have beet previouEly identLfied and 
selected following the principlEs of GT manufacturing. The 
desand tor these 1arts is generated by a material 
reguirements flanning (~RPJ sjstem and is. therefore, 
defendent u~on and constrainEd by the reguirements for 
1 
2 
sutas£emblies at a higher level in bills of materials. Of 
course, it is assumed that management is concerned with 
uinimizing the cost£ associated ~ith froduction while 
Eatisf}ing the demand for ~arts. 
In order to further define and delimit the research the 
following assumptions will also be made: 
1. Adequate SUfplies ot raw matexials and tra~ned 
}ersonnel are available. 
2. !ime and cost standards exist and are constant. 
ihe farts to be froduced by the group of machines, 
termed the cell, are divided into faEilies based 
upon frocessin~ similarities. 
~. ihe o~eration of the cell is not affected by 
machine breakdowns or activities elsewhere in tbe 
manutacturin~ facility. 
c; 
-· 
1he prccessi~g time for a fart e~clusive of machine 
setup and tooling changes is net affected by the 
processing cf any other fart •ithin the group. 
!bus, the machine cell will be treated as if it 
were a single entity. 
6. Scraf is acccunted for ~ith the !EP system and vil~ 
be ignored in this work. 
1. Part family composition aay be moditied through 
additions or deletions, but individual jobs of non-
family raxts are not allcved. 
In addition to the stated assumftions, the seguencing of 
jots through the cell is net considered in this report, uor 
j 
is the frocess ot identifying the parts or machines to be 
included. 
~ethods ana Conclus~ons 
lhe Sfecific objective of the research ~as to develop and 
evaluate a hierarchical procedure 
~sing a GT cell. In striving 
fox planning production 
tor this objective, an 
e~tensive literature review has been conducted, in addition 
to telephone conversations with knowledgeable individuals 
and a plant tour. Ihe data and descripticns employed in the 
reEearch derive from a combination of theEe scurces. Using 
accepted cost estimatiny and accounting frocedures a cost 
model has teen developed which refLesents product~on 
flanning for the GT cell. 7he model is a mixed integer-
linear programming one. Eguations tor calculating tbe 
froblem statistics arE developed and, coutled Mith execution 
statistics from a sample problem, indicate the need 
simplitying the protlem. A hierarchical frocedure 
accomplish this bas teen developed in thif research. 
tor 
to 
1he hierarchical procedure involves aggregating the 
data, thereby simplifying the model to a linear frogramming 
problem. 7he validity of the solution which results is 
determined by comparison with tbe original model's solution 
using sample data. Potential scurces of error are tound to 
derive from roundoff and from the aggregation procedure 
itself. Guidelines to minimize the etfects at these errors 
are suggested. It ma1 be said, then, that the development 
fOrticn of the research objective has been achieved. 
!he aggregate froduction flanning aodel has been 
evaluated in several ways. First, ccmputer processing 
xe~uirements are found to decrease substa~tially, due to the 
elimination ot integer va£iables and the reducticn of 
frcblem statistics. The ~PSX software fackage and the IBM 
30€1 computer were used to deteraine these regu~rements. 
Afplication of the model to the long-term cafacity 
sanagement frctlem of GT mar.ufacturing if evaluated. This 
is a sutotjective cf the research. This evaluation 
concludes that the model is found to serve yuite vell in 
frcduction plannillg as.socia ted with GT manufacturing. 
Sfecifically, through sensitivity analysis insight into the 
relationshifS between the cost farameters and their etfects 
on the optiBal aggregate producticn Flan are provided, thus 
guiding management in their cost reduction efforts. The 
fCtential impact ot changes in ccst faraaeters or in demand 
is easily fcrseen with the aodel, as are modifications to 
the G1 aanufacturing system. ,be manner in which the aodel 
mal be used to examine potential systea modifications is 
developed and fresented in detail. 
Another sutotjective of the research invoived 
evaluating the application ot the Frocedure tor Flannin~ 
faaily and fart productioD in conjunction with an MRP 
sy~te•. Initially, the apflication of a disaggregation 
techni~ue to the agyregate planning solution vas Flanned as 
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a fart of this research. However, during the performance of 
the work the importance of the aggregation techni1ue was 
discovered. A decision was made to conceDtrate acre on this 
facet of the problem and on the ap;licaticn ct the aggceJate 
planning aodel, leavin~ the question of disaggregation for 
future research. 7he use ot the model as an aid to 
frcduction scheduling is, howevex, discus~ed. 
Although not a stated objective, an additional benefit 
cf G1 aanufacturing is indicated by this research. ~n 
contrast to functional machine laycuts, vith GT cells one 
can identify exactly wbicb machines will te involved in the 
frcduction of an order. Fuxther, at an} point in time one 
can access the order control system and determine exactly 
which orders will xeguire processing on a particular machine 
ex piece of eguifment. Banayement is nc longex forced to 
rely on estimated queue time or machine loading. This 
kncwledge opens the aoor to the ose of crerations research 
techniques in ways heretofore deemed iarractical. This 
xeseaxch is an example of this fOtential, with linear 
prcgramming being applied to the frcducticn planning problem 
fox tte manufacturing cf Farts. 
content of the Report 
1he tody of this refort consists of four sections. Iu 
Chapter II a review of literature pertinent to this vork is 
IICVided and includes discussion of Lelevant conce~ts. 
Chapter Ill 
•odel and 
is concexned witb the develcpment cf 
presents a detailed descript~on 
aanufactu~n~ env~ronment wh1ch is being acdressed. 
b 
the cost 
of the 
Charte~ 
lV concentrates on the frcblem-solving ap1rcach and presents 
the aggregatior. ptocedure. The aanner in which the model 
may be applied and so~e examples are showr. in Chafter V. 
Following the bcdy of the Leport is a section which 
suEmaxizes the report and reccamends f~rther areas for 
study. The report is then terminated with a bibliograph1 
and afpendicies which are referenced within the tody. 
CHAP~EB II 
HISTOBY AND B!lA!ED CONCEPTS 
Introduction 
The concept of Gl is relatively new in the United States. 
!hus, this chapter begins with a brief overview of the 
history and coEcepts of Gl. Background material concerning 
the ccncepts afflied in this research i~ then presented. 
Definitions 
GT is a systEm given many names and definitions. It is also 
known as part family manufacturing, group machining, and 
family groufing. v. B. Solaja {52) provides the well-
defined CODCEFt: 
Group technology is the realization that many 1roblems 
are si&jlar, and that, by grouping ~imilar problems, a 
single ~elution can be found to a set of problems, thus 
saving tise and effort. (p.33) 
A refinemert to this definition of GT-related to 
manufacturin~ j~ given by KiWbler and Agee (30): 
• • • the organizational philosophy of ~llecting 
7 
8 
componentf into groups based on component similarities 
to facilitate component production and effective use of 
manufacturing resources. (p.53) 
Other definiticns of GT which may be fcund are very similar 
to these, cr are variations intended to encompass the 
specific application being discussed. 
HiEtcrical Background and Current Trends 
The use of G~ concepts in manufacturing activities appeared 
as early as iorld War II in Europe. In the early 19~0 1 s the 
Russians took renewed interest in Gi, and are generally 
credited with its development. In 19~9 the conCeft of GT 
was'first formalized by the Russians. I. Mitrofanov in his 
book ~cien!iii~ ~Iin£!2!~§ of §!QY£ Te£b~Q!Qgy. By 1963 the 
success of G1 applications in manufacturing were such that 
the Russian Government promulgated a plan for increased 
implementa ticn throughout Russian ind ust:ry { 47) • 
By early 1S60 in iest Germany and Great Eritian, 
serious studies into GT technigues had begun. Other 
European contries quickly followed, becoming active in GT 
research and applications. By mid 197C, Gi applications in 
Japan had tegun under the sponsorship of the Japanese 
Government. 
In the u.s., GT concepts have teen practiced under 
different naneE 
efficiency. 
in various fcrms to 
However, it has 
increase manufacturing 
received little formal 
recognit~on, and is oDly nov gaining momeLtum as a desirab~e 
manufacturing technigue. As late as 1916 there were still 
cnly a handful cf ccmfanies even interested in G7. Current 
trends in manufacturing, however, have set the stage for 
acceptance of Gl. lhese trends, as cited ty Ham (22), 
include: 
1. A rafid froliferaticn cf nuabers and varieties of 
products, resulting in saaller let sizes. 
2. A growing demand for closer dimersional tolerances, 
resulting in a need for Eore economical means of 
working to bjgher accuracies. 
~ 
-· 
A growing DEEd for working increased varieties of 
materials, heightening the need for more economical 
means of aanufacturing. 
~. An increasing proporticL cf cost of materials to 
total product cost due to increasing labor 
efficiency, thereby levering acceptable scrap 
rates. 
5. Pressure from the abcve factors to increase 
comnunication across all manutacturing functions 
with a goal of miniaizing Frcduction costs and 
maximizing production rates. 
Estimates of Farts to be produced on a small-lot basis run 
as high as 15~ of all industrial farts bi 1990. !his vi1~ 
certainly increase tte viability of GT aanufacturing. ~n 
fact, researchers have predicted that between ~0 and 70~ of 
Aserican manufacturing industries will be using some term oi 
10 
GT b~ 1990 t~~). It would appear that GT is .no longer a 
fad, but a management strategy for the future (29,31,33,51). 
Concept of GT 
Group technology is a manufacturing philcscfb~ which 
identifies and exfloits the underlying sameness of 
items and the processes used for their manufacture. 
I. Ham l2C, f• 21) 
The use of GT i£ the u.s. typically employs a systematic 
methodology which forms part families based on certain 
similar characteristics. Using these families, product 
process flans optimized, and design may 
grOUfS Of 
te rationalized, 
machines designated for processing one cr more 
families. ~hese aims comprise almcst all current GT 
applications, though potential contributions exist in other 
areas. 
Classification and Coding ~ystems 
Identifying the "underlying sameness" cf parts is commonly 
accomplished with a classification and ceding {CSC) system. 
A number of cc~mercial systems exist, each having its merits 
and drawbacks. Most afplications involve a customized 
system to staiffy the peculiar needs of the client. 
ftodern C&C systems identify parts by their fundamental 
design and manufacturing attributes. Typically, these 
attributes 
reguirements 
attributes 
purposes. 
1 1 
arE geometxic shape, dimensions, Frocessing 
and sequence, tolerances, etc. These 
are then related to a code for retrieval 
Coces vary both in length 'typically 6 to 36 
digits) and structure. Also. the software available for 
retrieval and analysis varies among venders. 
Once a CSC system has been introduced, part families 
may be estatlished based upon attribute similarities. This 
is a critical and time-consuming task, and forms the basis 
for Gi applications. 1he composition cf each family is a 
function of the application (desig1 or precessing). 
Although scae sophisticated techniques have been developed 
for this ta~k, it is normally an iterative process and 
highly company-dependent. 
ihough EXIensive and time-consuming, the introduction 
of a c&c sjstea is vital to GT applications. In addition, 
duplicate and outdated designs and process plans are 
revealed anc 1ay be eliminated. Fuither, an excellent 
survey of the 1axts and processes is prcvided. 
Gi Manufacturing 
Manufacturins using Gi principles frovides a way of 
realizing the economies normally associated with lar9e-scale 
production. ,bese econo&ies include reduced tooling costs, 
reduced setui time, increased throughput, and higher labor 
productivit} t33). 
12 
Currently, three general methods of applying Gi to 
manufacturin~ systems aie suggested (1): 
1. Sinsle machine system; 
2. Group layout system; 
Group flowline system. 
These are de1icted in Figure 1. 
In the sirgle machine system, a machine is tailored to 
the processing cf similarly shaped compcnents. Cne or more 
part families BaJ be sequenced through the machine in their 
operations rcutes. A reduction in setup time is achieved. 
The grcuf layout system, or manufacturing cell, 
consists of a set of machines devoted to the frccessing 
required by cne or more families of parts. A manufacturing 
facility ma} include a number of these cells operating 
independen tlj. In addition to reducing the setup changes 
required, tbe operator's productivity is improved ty the 
reduction in the variety of parts precessed. P.a terial 
handling reguireaents are reduced and quality has been found 
to increase. ~hese reductions result in the throughput time 
for a part being reduced. 
lhe grcu1 flowline is a special case of the grcup 
layout. iith this type cf Gl aanufacturing system all jobs 
processed by a group of machines adhere to the same sequence 
of processins, resulting in a flow shop. Automated material 
handling witlir the cell is more easily incorporated, and 
the schedulix:g and controlling of jobs is simplified. 
A number cf techniques for the assignment of machines 
Family of 
Cylindrical Parts 
Lathe 
a.) The Single Macliine System 
Family of Cylindrical Parts 
requiring more than turning 
operation 
C=--J en-, 
Lathe Milling 
Machine 
b.) The Group Layout System 
r , 
Drilling 
Machine 
r...__...., 
Transfer Line 
c.) The Group Flow Line System 
Source: Abou-Zeid (1,33). 
Fi~ure 1. Three Methods of Apolyinp, r.roup 
Technology to Machine Layout 
13 
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and part taailies to cells have been fiOposed and applied 
(10,1f,36,~1,4~,q1,58). Most involve some tjpe of 
mathematical 
prog .ramming, 
frogramming technique, such as linear 
goal programming, cluster analysis or 
combinatorial 1rcgramming. In general, these metbods are 
applied with ccnsideration for machine.tj investment, system 
flexibility, and workload distribution. Oliva-lapez and 
Purcheck t-39) propose analjzing altertative .syste&s using 
both static ard dynamic stages. 
analysis is in terms of: 
In the static stage the 
1. Investment in machinery; 
2. Flexilility 
com.~:onents; 
cf cells to ttanufacture 
~. Balance of workload between cells; 
various 
4. Utili2ation of equipment due tc static factors; 
5. Scc1e cf control th.rough the number of cells and 
the number of machines in each cell. 
In the dynamjc stage simulation is employed to analyze the 
systems in tErus of: 
1. Capability to satisfy external requirements; 
2. Efficient utilization of resou.rces. 
Regardless of the methcd used, p.toper development of part 
families and 1achine groups tc process them is vital to a 
15 
successful G1 ilflementation. 
Economics of Gi Manufacturing 
A number of lenefits from GT manufacturing have been 
reported. l?riaaz:y among these are: 
1. Redllced setup time {up to 60%J ; 
2. Reduced tooling eXFEDSe {10 to 40%) . 
• 
3. Reduced work-in-frocess (Uf to 50%) . 
' 
4. BEdtced throughput time (up to 60%) ; 
s. Reduced scrap (up to 40%) ; 
6. Reduced order lateness; 
7. Increased worker satisfication. 
Met hods for ECCilcmically analyzing propcsed· implementations, 
however, usually rely on a comparitive cost analysis vith 
the current manufacturing method (14,18,20,36,50,51). 
Further, they fail to include potential savings wbicb may 
result from tte further application cf GT in other areas 
(e.g., desi9n cz: process planning). Edwards {14) states 
that: 
. . . ccm{anies have generally realized the futility of 
attempting to calculate cost savings simply because 
they knew that the information available to them from 
costing sections is neither accuz:ate nor appiOfiiate 
for the changing circumstances of group 
technolcg). (p. 18) 
Although the iapleaentation costs may be accurately 
16 
estimated, the xesulting savings are difficult to guantify 
beforehand. Yet, the benefits othexs have experienced 
continues to erccurage the adcption of G1. 
Production Flanning 
Most of the literature concerning GT manufacturing pertains 
to the creaticn of part families and prcduction cells. Few 
have dealt ~ith the attendant issues of the associated 
production Ilanning and control systes. Of these, the 
pericd batch control system is usually suggested as the 
proper systea tc employ with Gi manufacturing. However, in 
the u.s. material reguirements plan~ing systems are used 
extensively foi fi:oduction planning. Ecth of these systems, 
therefore, mtst be addressed. Alsc, as an aggregate 
planning technigue is employed in this reseaxch this concept 
will also be discussed. 
Although this Sjstem vas developed in Great Eritian, scme of 
the Bussian literature addressed the need for Sfecial 
consideratiors for G1 &anufacturi£g in production planning 
and centro!. 
~n his text ~£i§l!!i.!i£ ,!:rinciEle.§ of .2!:2.Y.E ~Ch!!Ql2.9I 
'36), Mitrcfarov concentxates on the technological asfects 
of group machiring. He does, however, recongize that GT 
17 
manufacturing 1rinciples provide a methcd for realizing in 
small batch manufacturing the economies associated with mass 
production. ln crder to achieve these economies of scale 
the following general conditions are presented for a cell or 
flowline: 
1. It must be highly froductive, and based on the 
maximuK utilization of eguipmer.t and technology. 
2. The ptysical parameters, labcr reguirements, and 
opeLations duration should be stable. 
3. Batt the individual operations and the entire 
proce~s should have a cyclic xepeatability. 
4. The Oferations should be synchronized. 
His suggesticns laid the groundwork for further research by 
v. A. Petrov. 
In 196E Fetrov published his text llow1j]S Gr£~~ 
iiQ~~£!12~ EJs!~i~g !44). This work was accomplished after 
an extensive survey of GT manufacturing applications in the 
USSR. In tte text Fetrov states that the production 
planning aspect is the least developed element of GT. He 
proposes estallishing a standard batch size fer each 
component wittin given limits. The limits are set to 
maximize machine utilization and minimize work in frocess. 
Also, the tatch should be a multiple of assembly batch sizes 
and be withir any space or handling limitaions. Cnce these 
standard batch sizes are established, a batch rhytbu nay be 
calculated fer each part from the forecasted demand, and a 
production CJcle calculated for the part family. Further, 
18 
he proposes that the number of batch si2es and batch rt.ythms 
be kept to a Dinimum in order to maintain proportionality 
throughout tbe production process. ~his should lead to a 
smoothing cut cf the disturbing effects cf a wide variety of 
factors. Iriaary among these factor~ is continued high 
utilization cf G~ manufacturing eguipmert. 
In planrirg and central of a GT aanufacturing process 
British indcstry relies primarily on the period batch 
control (PEC) approach (15,29,38). EEC was develofed by 
Burbidge (10) and focuses on the use cf short-term cycles. 
In using PBC tte planning horizon is divided into cycles of 
egual length, and a production schedule of end items far a 
given cycle ~eterated. ~his schedule is then exploded into 
reguirements for parts to be produced in the preceding 
cycle. 
In appl}ing PBC to a Gl manufacturing cell, ~ew {38) 
suggests the u~e cf a special farm of fEC, termed unicycle 
PBC 'UPBC). 1his system, illustrated in Figure 2, uses a 
single cycle across all products. ~he entire production 
process, then, is operating on the same cycle length. ~his 
should allo• fer a carefully planned loading seguence, 
thereby permitting jobs to be grouped fer GT manufacturing. 
Hyer anc iemmerlov (29) recognized several problems 
associated witt a UPBC system. First, no clear guidelines 
exist for estatlishing cycle length. Further, capacity 
imbalances ma} exist as the time reguired tc produce 
component part~ far a cycle may be guite different from the 
19 
PERIOD OF EQUAL PRODUCTION CAPACITY 
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Component Assembly Sales 
I Production 
Issue 
Orders 
Component Assembly Sales 
I Production 
Issue 
Orders 
Component Asse.mbly Sales / Production 
Issue 
.Orders 
SOURCE: NEW (38, p. 58). 
Figure 2. Unicycle Period Batch Control 
time reguirec tc asse~ble 
Another protlea area noted 
those t:arts 
is the use 
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into end products. 
of a fixed loading 
seguence which assumes that a stable demand pattern exists. 
considering thE previously discussed trends, this is not a 
valid assumiticn for a large number of manufacturing 
entexp::ises. 
In the u.s. the use of computer systems tc perform the tasks 
of PFC is ~ideffread. For the purposes of this study those 
systems whicl eafloy MBP are of interest. MRP is a process 
fer ccnverting 1roduct reguirements into reguirements for 
items on all levels of the product structure (till of 
material) tela~ the end froduct. The result of this process 
is a schedule cf planned froduction and purchase orders, and 
recommended mcdifications of released orders fer farts. 
Extensive literature exists addressing MRP in significant 
detail. Orlicky's text Ma!~~ial Be~if~Dt§ !la~ing is 
perhaps the test known and most widely guoted. 
Initially, many perceived that the grouping cf farts in 
GT applicaticnf and the individual treatment of parts in MRP 
systems made the t~o incompatible (27.29,34,38,54). 
However, 1d thcut 
subject conttacicts 
(34) state: 
exception the literature relating tc the 
this perception. ~ahany and Tompkins 
GT and MIE are fully compatible, and in fact, the 
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benefitf cf the two techniques are fynergetic. tf.48} 
They attribute this synergistic effect to the balance of 
efficient mantfacturing, a result of GT, and effective 
manutacturinf, a result of MEF. 
The procecure recoamended by most for combining GT and 
MRP is basically the same as that fcrmalized by Sate, 
Ignizio, anc Ea~ t49). Their frOfCfEd frocedure is to 
simply grouf fla~ned orders fer the immediate period and 
apply a groUf scheduling algorithm (to te discussed later in 
this section). A let-for-lot lotsizing rule is generally 
recommended (~S,34,38,4S,56). This is desirable in that it 
avoids havins unbalanced sets of parts in inventory, and it 
is possible due to the rapid throughput time of Gl cells. 
Mahany and Tcmfkins (34) suggest that the planned orders for 
at least twc periods should be comtined, and then a decision 
made by the frcduction flanner as to whether sufficient item 
volume exists to warrant a family release. Byer and 
Wemmerlov 129) argue that since major fetup times stem from 
changes in t£e froducticn of families , lotsizing should be 
by families. Eo guidelines for acccmplishing this are 
suggested, bcwever. Spencer (5~ details the use of an EOQ 
model which includes opportunity costs to determine the run 
guantity fer a family of diesel engiEes. However, the 
engines were etd items for the facility, and a very stable 
demand pattern e~isted. 
An impcrtant aspect 
assumption th2t adeguate 
of MFP systems is the 
capacity exists to 
inherent 
meet the 
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schedule of planned orders. As a ccnseguEnce, tbe work loaa 
placed on a machine or work center may vazy drastically from 
1eriod tc period. Capacity reguireme~ts planning (CRP) 
technigues are usually applied to alleviate tbis frcblem. 
CEP involves exploding projected demandf on capac~t1 from 
the !BP planned orders. there are tvc affioacbes to 
performing CRP: intinite loading and finite leading. 
Infinite capacit1 loading is appropriately named since 
this approach does not explicitly consider actual capacity 
li&itations or precessing seguence restrictions (9). ~he 
tasic input to this procedure is a unit load profile for 
each part to be produced. The unit load ~rotile indicates 
the time reguired to froduce a part at each major processing 
ste~, and the number of periods after order issue that the 
reguirement will occur. BJ su&aing the fiOjected load from 
MRF planned orders and the load frcm previously released 
crders, the total projected load for a work center may be 
calculated. ~he resulting machiDe load reports indicate the 
need for subcontracting, rescheduling, or cvertime. 
Finite capacity loading is somewhat •ore detailed. ~n 
this approach actual gueue tiaes and leads are simulated 
baEed on available capacity. 
rule employed at work centers 
ConseguentlJ, the scheduling 
is taken into account. More 
sorhisticated systems will shift jobs for¥ard or backward to 
relieve simulated overloads. F1nite loacing Sjstems 1 tnen, 
ar~ primarily useful tor short-term scheduling with a fixed 
caiacity. Although finite loading techniques Jield more 
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precise and detailed informaticn conceEning shop schedules 
and capacity, they are generally complicated and difficult 
to inplement. Moreover, long-term siaulations of capacity 
utili2ation UfUally contain substantial error (9). No 
literature tas teen found which discusses the use of either 
infinite or fi£ite loading techniques i£ conjunction with GT 
man ufactur in S• 
Once the flanned orders from MRP axe finalized they are 
released to shof floor control. This function includes 
order release, scheduling, and monitoring through work 
centers. G~ aanufacturing should have a significant impact 
on this functicn, as only the flow of jcbs into and out of a 
cell need be 1cnitored (29). Scheduling jobs shculd be 
greatly siiflified since the scope of the problem is reduced 
from that cf a large portion of the shcf to a small group of 
mac hines. Ei tcmi and Ham (21) have termed the scheduling 
associated ~ith GT "gxoup scheduliEg." They propose 
applying brarcl and bound techniques to solve the problem. 
The scope of the problem is further reduced in that all jobs 
for parts belcrging tc a family must be scheduled together. 
Petrcv '45) fECfCSes a scheduling technigue for GT flowlines 
based on Jotnscn•s solution to the two machine flow shop 
problem. A further refinement to Petrov's technique is 
presented ty sutnaranian (55). What is apparent from these 
approaches is that existing scheduling techniques anJ 
objectives are appropriate with GT, as long as jots are 
sequenced alcn~ part family lines. ihe benefits resulting 
from adhering to thi~ restricticE are significant and have 
teen fresente d. 
lggregate planning is the starting point for most 
manufacturing control systems (9J and i~ concerned with the 
aggregate production rate and work force size in a facilit]. 
Althou~h agyregate plannin~ is ccncerned with end frcducts, 
one a.~;proach to scl vi t:g the aggt:e·Jate p::od uc tion planning 
1rcblem deserves attention in this study. Use of a 
hierarchical decision 1rocess, as suggested ty Hax and Heal 
(22), avoids the computational com,~;lexitj inherent in other 
models by decomposing the production pla~ning problem into 
an aggregate ~lannin~ sub~rotlem 
sutprcblem., ~hat lakes this apfiCach relevant to this study 
is the manner in which the model is formulated. For 
flanning purposes, froduction items axe aggregated into 
faKilies, and families aggregated into tyfes. ibe basis for 
the formation of product families is that, among other 
critexia, the items share a common setuf. "Ibis is also an 
attritute of GT part families. Prcduct types are composed 
of families with sisilar seasonal denand patterns and 
I;rcduction rates. 1his is analcgous tc grouFing GT part 
faEilies which are processed on a single cell cr flowline. 
Eitrat:, Baas, and Hax (8J use a linear programminy 
formulation to represe~t the aggregate planning subproblem. 
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The model is rEfXOduced in Figuxe 3. ~his problem is solved 
with a rollirg hcrizoD cf length !, updating the parameters 
after each Ieriod. Fluctuations in demand are met by 
modifying thE cecision variables in a manner which minimizes 
the cost function. 
1he prcduction guantities of each product type are 
disaggregated into family production quantities, which are 
then disaf~rEgated into item production guantities. 
Disaggregaticn is generally accomplished by formulating the 
problem as a ccntinuous knapsack problerr {8). No literature 
has teen fcunc which profosed the use cf this approach to 
prodtction planning at the part level in conjuntion with GT 
manufacturin~. 
Re~arks 
As fetrov (~4) noted, although there is no obligatory 
coordination tetween production flanning and GT 
manufacturin~, coordination is necesary to experience the 
full economic advantages of G!. 1he modifications proposed 
for ~Rf-based systems have been relatively similE. No 
attempt was iouLd, in the literature search, to frovide for 
maximum utiljzaticn of machine groups, or to establish a 
stable flow of work through them. 7hese conditicns were 
estallished early in GT development by Mitrofanov and 
Petrcv. Fuztter, long-term management of GT manufacturing 
systems has teen totally ignored in literature. Considering 
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I T T f.'lin1m1ze L: L: (citx1t + Iit) + L: (rtRt + otot> 
i = 1 t = 1 t = 1 
Subject To ;;) + x~t Iit = d~t i 1, 2, I· 1
. at-1 ,
,/./" 
= (d_,.... I .t 1, 2, T. 
1 
/') 
\ .!' \ 
\:i'/ 
The decision 
x~t' 
L: mix1t < Rt + ot 't 1, 2, T. 
i 1 -= 
Rt < (rm)t t 1, 2, T. 
ot < (om)t t 1, 2, T. 
xit' Iit' Rt' ot > 0 t = 1, 2; T. 
variables of the model are: 
the number of units to be produced of type i during 
period t, 
the number of units of inventory of type i at the 
end of period t, 
regular hours used in period t, and 
overtime hours used in period t. 
The parameters are: 
the length of the plann1ng horizon, 
the unit production cost (excluding labor), 
·the regular and overtime labor cost/man hour, 
the availability of regular and overtime hours, 
the hours required to produce a unit of product 
type i, and 
the effective demand for product type i in the 
period t. 
Source: Bitran Et Al. ( 8, p. 7 20) 
Figure 3. Linear Progranming Fbnnulation of Aggregate Planning 
·subproblem 
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the manufacturing trends of today, it is important that 
these frotlems are addressed. 
CHAP'IER .III 
CCST "ODEL DEV~LOP3EN'I 
Introduction 
As ~s evident trom the preceding chafters, grouf technology 
applications a~sume a varietj cf forms in a diversity of 
industries. To narrow the scope cf this research a specific 
manufacturing environment has been choEen ~hich is the 
target of many apflications ot G1. Prier to develofing the 
co~t model this environment will te descrited. 
Descriftion of the Facilit] 
1he manufacturing facility with which this research is 
concerned is depicted in Figure ~. The facilitj is involved 
in the production cf a prcduct which reguires the 
fatrication of a large number of parts. Within the total 
1arts population, families of parts have teen ident~fied for 
manufacture within a cell ccntaining machines. Typical 
ficcesses ~hich might be perfctmed 
~illir.g~ drilling, grinding, finishing, 
within the cell are 
Etc. Raw material 
in soae basic shafe i~ introducEd into tt.e cell and a part 
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Figure 4. Typical Layout of a Facility with 
GT Cells 
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is f~oduced for turther processing or assembly elsewhere 
~ithi~ the ~lant. 
A family of fart~ may be defined as parts regu1rinJ 
similar processing within the cell. Further, the machine 
setup and tooling re~u1rements fer a part are significantly 
recuced when it is fiCcessed subseguent to any other part 
belonging to the same family. When parts trom ditterent 
faailies are manufactured in seguence within the cell, a 
aajor machine adjustrent and tccling change is rejuired. 
~hese major changes may be termed family setups. The 
Cferation performed within the cell are sucn that, for 
flanning purposes, the cell aay be treated as a single 
machine performing a single operation. Tlis is analagous to 
having an identi~ied tottleneck, or to 1roducticn using a 
machining center or transfer machine. 
As indicated in Pi9ure 5 the farts a~signed to families 
are a subset ot the total populaticn of farts manufactured 
vithit the flant. Thus, other parts e~ist which could be 
rrccessed within the cell. Also, those parts currently 
rrccessed within the cell could be rrocessed elsewhere. The 
saae aay be stated fer the frocesses performed w1tbin the 
cell. That is, thEj are alsc currentlj being pertormed 
elsewhere in the plant. 
1his type ot 
~anufacturing with 
environment occurs 
GT, esfecially 
freguently in 
in the early 
iuFlementation stages. Even the tost extensive applications 
aaintain some portion of the manutacturirg egui1ment in the 
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Figure 5. Relationship of GT Part Families 
and Machines to the 
Manufacturing Facility 
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mo~e traditional functional layout £or frocessing those 
farts •hich cannot be combined with families. 
~anagement of the Facility 
ln evaluating the peitormance ot a grouf of Oferations a 
variety of ueasures are typical11 used. These include the 
average production rate, the efficiency of operations, 
demand satisfaction, the total cost of prcduction# and the 
aggregate load on the cell. The 1irst tvc of the~e measures 
arE influenced pr~mari~y by the initial GT setup and the 
shcf floor control system. 7he remaining measures, ho~ever, 
are significantly atfected by the fLcducticn flannin~ 
systea. Ccnse~uently, it is these measures with ~hich this 
research is concerned. 
,he demand tor parts produced 
through the ~RP system, ~nd is 
in thE cell is generated 
dependent on the net 
reguirements tor higher level assemblies. This rElationship 
is tyfified in Figure 6. Since numerous different farts may 
te required to frodoce a subasseably, a shortage or stockout 
cf an1 single part can be very costly. Therefore, the 
assumftion vill be adopted that demand satisfaction is the 
overriding objective of cell management. 
A number of teas~ble producticn flans may exist which 
satisfj the demaDd tor parts. Selectio~ from among these 
Flans will be based on the total ccst of froduction. These 
costs will be discussEd in detail in the Dext section. 
Products 
Assemblies 
Sub-
Assemblies 
Components 
Families 
Groups 
SOURCE: New ()1, p. 61) 
Figure 6. MRP Breakdown and Cellular Production 
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7he aggregatE lead on the cell ~efiesents the direct 
1ator hou~s reguired by a froduction plan in each period. 
Waturally, tbe Frorqrtion ot availalle regular hours 
consuKed by the aggregate load is a measure of capacity 
utili2ation. It is imperative that tbe aggregate lead on 
the cell is com~arable to the load placed on othe~ areas o~ 
the facility. Otherwise, the fOtential for violating the 
"sanctity" of the cell is significantly i£creased. That is, 
jots for non-family 1arts may LE introduced ~nte the cell. 
!his violates a principle cf GT manufacturing, the 
dedication cf a grour ot machines to tbe processing of a 
specific grouf of farts. A conseguence cf the violation is 
the reduction in the advantages G1 aanufacturing achieves iL 
reduced throughput time, setup time, NC frogramming costs, 
and tte simrliticatiom ot shop ilcor control. Further, once 
this situation is allowed to de~elop it is highly likely 
that it vil1 continue to expand until the GT implementation, 
in effect, no longer e~ists. 
In light ot the above, management must strive to ensure 
an adeguate load is flanned for the cell from the families 
of parts. Tc accomplish this task, upper and lover bounds 
~ill te placed on the allcvable deviation cf the cell load. 
ihen a production plan will result in the load limits 
teing exceeded, management must take corrective action. Two 
ccurses of action are available. F~rst, the load may be 
adjusted by modifyinJ the fa£t family ccmposition. This 
entails the aadition cr deletion of farts from the tamilies. 
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As previousl} aentioned, an assumftion has been made that 
suitable parts exist which may be added to the families, and 
the necessarj eguipment exists for processing family parts 
elsewhere in the facility. ~he second course of corrective 
action is tc mcdify the capacity of the cell. This could be 
accomplished ttrcugh the addition or deletion of eguipment, 
or replacement with more efficient eguif&ent. The feasible 
methods availstle tc modify capacity for a cell will be 
dependent o~ tle type of eguipment employed in the cell and 
the nature of the processes being perfor~ed. ~bus, fer the 
purposes of this research, the capability to modify capacity 
is of more jmfcrtance than the method by which this may be 
accomplished. 
Production Costs 
Planning fer production in a facility is ~ormally 
accomplished t} converting the factors to be considered into 
a ccEmon meastre, the associated cost. ~his net only 
permits the ~se of operations research-type models, tut also 
provides esseLtial data to the financial planning and 
accounting defartments. These ccsts, tet:med the 
manufacturins ccsts, will be examined in order tc ccnstruct 
a cost model fer production planning purfoses. 
Manufacturing costs can be divided into three basic 
cost elements {51): direct 
cost, and cverhead cost. 
material cost, 
~he derivation of 
direct labor 
these basic 
DIRECT 
LABOR 
INDIRECT 
LABOR 
I 
OVERHEAD 
INDIRECT 
MATERIAL 
MANUFACTURING 
COST 
DIRECT 
MATERIAL 
Figure 7. Basic Elements of Manufacturing Cost 
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the accounting 
COKpleted. 
department once a 
Standard costs, en 
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fart 01 product has been 
the other hand, are 
rredetermined and reflect vhat the manufacturing costs 
shculd be. !hese standard ccsts may be used for develo~~ng 
and evaluating production plans. 
lhe elements of manu~acturin~ ccst may also be 
categorized as either a fi~ed cost or a variable cost. 
Fixed costs remain the same regardless of the volume of 
1rcduction, assuming certain Ufper and lower 11mits on 
frcduction guantities exist. Sfecitic examples of f~xed 
costs are executive and administrative salaries, durable 
fi~tures and tooling, and maintenance aDd custcdian wages. 
Generally, if the prcduction volume does not exceed certain 
li~its, fixed costs will be ccnstant regardless of the 
volume. Conse~uentlJ, fixed ccsts will have no teariDj on 
the evaluation of alternative production flans, and may be 
ignored in the selection of a flan. 
variable costs, conversely 1 rise as the production 
volume increases. ihe relaticnshif between volume and a 
variatle cost aa1 assume an} mulber of forms, such as a 
litear1 yuadratic 1 or a step funct~on. Beagardless of tbe 
tczm, variable costs must be included in any analysis of 
alternative production flans. 7he three tasic cost elements 
will nov be analy2ed to determi~e these cost factors which 
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must be includEd in planning manufacturing using a G1 cell. 
Since the assu&ftion has been made that the cell is invclved 
with the fcttication of parts, onlj the cost of raw 
materials need te considered 
This ccst will vary 
in determining direct material 
directly with the production costs. 
volume. 1hts, the direct material cost for a part will be 
treated as a linear function of producticn volume. 1he cost 
may te calculated by multiplying the planned number of units 
to be produced in a period times the standard cost. This 
standard cost fer direct material for a fart is based en the 
amount of raj Aaterial used in producing the part. Since 
the farts ccm1rising a family are usually fabricated from 
the same raw mcterial, any variation between standard costs 
within the family is directly attributatle to differences in 
the amount of Jaterial reguired per unit. 
Price trEaks freguently are available for large 
guantity purchases of raw materials. Ecvever, assuming the 
raw material is used in the fabrication cf a large number of 
different farts, price breaks need net be considered for 
planning purJcses. Most companies prefer to include price 
break considErations in planning production of end-frcducts 
:s7). 
1he pre\icusly stated assumption of an unlimited supply 
of raw materials eliminates the need for an upper bound 
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constraint on raw material availability. Inccrforation of a 
constraint of this t}fe would be straightfor~ard if the 
situaticn reyuired it. 
iith the restriction that demand must te satisfied, the 
total direct material cost over the flanning horizon will 
net change with changes in the _freduction flan. However, it 
is easily included in the model. This will leave f~xea cost 
as the only ccst element which Just be added after adoption 
of a traduction plan in order to torcast tbe associated casn 
flews. 
Iirect labor costs are derived bj afflying lator cost rates 
to the t~me reguired for aanufacturing operations. 
eanufacturing operdtions time can be se~arated intc tvo 
components, productive and non-Froductive time. These times 
must be determined for each pericd in order to calculate the 
direct labor cost associated vitb a production flan. 
the productive time comfonent represents the time a 
latorer spends frocessing parts. ftOft companies have 
develcfed standard data for this time on a unit basis. 
these data contain allowances tox such factors as part 
loading/unloading, Oferator fatigue, •achine downtime, and 
Daintenance. The productive time fer a part _froduce_d in t.he 
cell is the suD of standard data fer the operations 
IeLformed within the the cell on the part, and will 
bereafter be referred to as the standard processing time. 
~he total productive time reguirem~nts fer a period is the 
summation ot productive times over all faits. 
~he non-froductive time compcnent derives from machLne 
setup and refrese£ts the time zeguired fer an operator to 
frepare a machine for }rocessing a fart. These prefarations 
normally include settinJ the Jig or fixture, loading the 
tocl 1 and adjusting. the aacbine. Using NC, tNC, or CNC 
machining woula include computer tafe cr frogram preparatiou 
iith tocl loading and machine ad;ustment in the setup time. 
!hrougb tiae studies standard setuf times may be established 
tor a part and will include theBe and any other ancilliary 
tasks which are necessary. 
iith grou~ technology, however, the nature oi machine 
setup is changed. Tcoling fer the Oferations ~ithin a part 
famil} should be arranged so that all farts may he processed 
with a single group jig or fixture and setup. These group 
jigs and fi~tures are designed te accept every member of the 
faRily, using adapters to aceemodate minor variations in 
fart geometry cr frocessing (10). This accounts tor one of 
the major savings exiErienced with the introduction of GT, 
the reduction in tooling costs. 
The setup time fer a cell, tben, ma1 be divided into a 
faEily setuF time and a part setup time, both of which ace 
independent of production ~udntity. For 1roduction plannin~ 
fUrfoses the total time associated with each type ot setu~ 
for a period is a step functioE cf the planned number of 
setups for the period. 
~he sum of the productive and nc~-froductive times 
associated with a fiOduction ~lan will result in one of 
three situations occurring. ~he time reguired will eith~L 
be less than (undertime}, egual to, or greater than 
(overtime} the regular hours scheduled. In the first t~o 
cases the lator rate aay be applied to the total 
manufacturing time to determine the direct later cost. When 
overtime occurs a bi~her labor rate, the cvertime rate, must 
te applied tc those hours ~n excess cf that regularlJ 
scheduled. 
Since no additional cost is included for undert~me, the 
assum1tion is being made that labcrers ma} be used elsewhere 
in the facility. This labor cost will be included vito tbe 
actual costs for cthe~ work centeis. The labor rate will be 
treated as two constant values, cne for regular time and one 
for o~ertime. This assumes that the ski~l level resuired 
for production of any of the parts froduced ~ithin the cell 
does not vary, and should be a valid assumption fer most GT 
cells. 
~n planning productio~ for the cell only those variable cost 
Elements of burden need be considered, as the fixed elements 
continue regardless of production volume. Variatle burden 
costs include such items as indirect labor, indirect 
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materials, electricity tor operating eguifment, and tooling. 
As mentioned .P::eviously, the aethod of assigning .turaen 
varies among industries and among comfanies. Fer the 
fUrposes of this research the direct later cost will be 
selected for estiaating variable burden, as ~t is easily 
incorforated into the model. Cnce a 1roducticn flan is 
selected the fixed burden estinate may te calculated and 
included to acre accurately estiBate total costs. 
~oxe costs vary directly with the size of inventories. 
!here are handling ccsts associated with the storage and 
retrieval ot farts, and costs associated ~ith stcring ~arts, 
such as insurance# ta~es, and cafital costs. Although these 
cost aay te included in the burdeD for a fart# they will be 
treated se~arately in this study in order to examine the 
effect varicus flans may have on them. 1o measure this, a 
belding cost will te apflied to the ending inventory for 
each 1eriod in the production plan. 
Figure 8 
Cost !odel Ee~resentatiot 
and constraints 
presents the matheaatical fcrmuiation of a 
frcduction planning cost model fer GT mar.utacturing. Also 
in the figure are the constra~nts flacec on the model and 
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Figure 8. Mathematical Formulation of 
Production Planning with 
GT Manufacturing 
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the variable definitions. 
Constraint {1J is a demand constraint, and will Ensure 
that the plan satisfies the deRard for all pa~ts in every 
1e~iod, either from inventory or by production. Constra~nt 
f2) relates to the manufacturing t~me reguired by a flan, 
and establishes the auount cf c~rtime CL undErtime wh~ch 
will result. Constraint {3J ensures that a Fart setup is 
included in every feriod in which a part is to be 
manufactured, ana coEstraint {4) accomplishes the same for 
faaily setups when any member farts are to be sade. 
Ccnst.Iain ts (~), (6), and (7) limit the number of fart ana 
faRilj setufs in a period to eitter 0 or 1. Constraints (8) 
and (5) limit the amount of overtime and undertime which may 
cccur in a per~od, ana constraint (10) ensures that the 
decision and measured variables will be ncn-negative. 
Summary 
!his chapter has presented a description of the 
manufacturing facility and the tyfical G! cell which is 
being addressed bj this research. 1he FErformance measures 
cf ccncern to management are discussed. The measures 
addressed in this research include deaand satisfaction, 
total froduction cost, and aggregate cell load. The basic 
cost elements of manufacturing are exam~ned, and then 
analy2ed to determine which factors to include in flannin~ 
manufacturing for a GT cell. From this analysis, and in 
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light of the performance measures a cost acdel is formulated 
~hich represents production planning for the GT cell. 
CHAFT.EE IV 
SCLVING THE ftO~EL 
Introduction 
1he cost aodel developed in the previous chafter was 
fczmulated with a two-fold obJective. 
that the model serve the production 
First, it is ~nte~ded 
planning function of 
deteraining resource requirements to satisfy demand ever a 
specified planning horizon. Seccnd, the model should serve 
as a tool for evaluating alternative prcduction scheau~es. 
~hese are typica~ ot froducticn flanning and scheduling 
model objectives. 
7he model is a mixed-integer linear programming 
fcrmulation, and is similar tc previous models used for 
aggregate production Ilanning at the end-Iroduct level. Two 
distitct apfroacbes for solving •odels of this nature have 
af1eared in the literature (17). 7be first of these, teraed 
a sonclithic approach, attempts to solve the problem ~itb 
some ty fE o_f 1-rocedure which will frod uce a good feasible 
solution. The second approach, termed hierarchical, 
1artitions the problem into a hierarcty of sutfrctlems. 
~his approach is diEcussed in Chat:ter ll, and ~s ta.k.en 
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4ti 
fiimarily to avoid the ccmfutaticnal difficulties 
encountered with monolitnic afprcaches. Although neither ot 
these approactes bas leen taken with froduction plannin; for 
a Gl cell, the similar~ties in model foraulaticns encourage 
the use of previous aggregate planning research as a guide 
fer the fiotlem solviu] approach taken in this vcrx. 
Afproach to the Problem 
lhe procedure develo~ed tor solving this Jroblem is shewn in 
Fisure 9. lhe part data is aggregated into data 
re1resenting the average tor all 1arts prcduced in the cell. 
It is hierarchical in nature in that at tle highest level of 
agsregation decisions concerning capacity will be made. As 
indicated in the previous chapter, 
concerned with ~art iamily and 
modifications. iith disaggregatioD, 
these decisions will be 
machining 
dec~sions concerning 
tb€ production tiae available for each part family and 
~ndividual parts could be made. In order to descnstrate and 
evaluate this approach, sam~le data were developed. ~hese 
data are presented in 1able I. A pcrtion of these data were 
taken trom sample froblem data presented t1 Ham (21). 
As shown in the table there are 20 parts to he produced 
in the cell, with these belongin~ tc 3 distinct fart 
faEilies. Although there are no figure~ available on the 
average or recommended number ot 1arts in a family, a range 
of 10 to 100 parts is tre~uently guoted in literature 
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DATA DECISIONS 
CELL CAPACITY I CELL 
PRODUCTION SCHEDULE D 
A I 
G s 
G A 
R G 
E G 
G FAM I LV FAMILY SCHEDULE R E A 
T G 
I A 
0 T 
N I 
0 
PART PART SCHEDULE N 
Figure 9. Illustration of Hierarchical Procedure 
for Cell Production Planning 
Family Process 
Part No. No. Time 
1 1 9 
2 1 12 
3 1 10 
4 1 9 
5 1 14 
6 1 8 
7 1 12 
8 1 10 
9 2 5 
10 2 8 
11 2 6 
12 2 10 
13 2 6 
14 3 14 
15 3 15 
16 3 8 
17 3 17 
18 3 10 
19 3 11 
20 3 9 
TABLE I 
SA~1PLE PART AND FAt1ILY DATA 
Setup Holding ~1aterial 
Time Cost Cost 
20 $ .75 $ .019 
15 2.20 .016 
15 8.00 .022 
15 16.00 .020 
23 12.25 .009 
15 1.05 .016 
23 5.75 .021 
23 3.90 .019 
13 1.00 .041 
15 6.00 .031 
13 1. 75 .026 
12 4.80 .032 
10 10.50 .036 
33 1.40 .028 
15 5.50 .023 
30 16.00 .035 
15 25.00 .033 
23 7.50 .032 
30 3.00 .030 
20 1.40 .029 
Burden 
Cost 
$ .02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
.02 
Average 
3 Period 
Demand 
115 
30 
10 
5 
10 
61 
18 
25 
55 
10 
35 
10 
5 
105 
12 
10 
4 
24 
46 
61 
<J1 
0 
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(32155,60). Conseguently, this samflE problem, though 
realistic, is frotably at the s•all end of the spectrum in 
terms of the number ot parts tc froduced in the cell. The 
farts are assumed to be similaL in desigD and in frocessing 
Oferations reguireaemts, such that the} conform to the 
manufacturing environment presented in Chafter 3. The 
variety among frocessing times, demand quantities, and costs 
ma1 not be represe~tative of actual GT imflementations. The 
GT manufacturing ia~lementation is such that a 3 week cycle 
exists. 7hat is, edch part is e~~ected tc be troduced once 
every three weeks in guantities which vili satisfy demand 
over the three week fEriod. Althcugh the frocessing time 
resuirements to meet this demand vary among farts and 
families, the total oi these ti•es is 723C minutes tor the 3 
~eek fEriod, or 30 minutes of cvertime Leguired with a 40 
hour work week. With these data, then, the cell should 
operate at 100.42% cafacity with 88.8~ of the time required 
teing productive time. 7he iritial and final 
guantities affroximate the 3 fEriod demand 
Again, it should be ~tressed that the 
inventory 
guantit~es. 
initial GT 
itrlesentation is assumed tc be the result of a 
classification and coding program. 
Solvin~ the Sample rata Prcllem 
Although a hierarchical procedure will be used, it was 
necessary to employ a monolithic apfroach also. ibis serves 
tvc purposes. First, by taxing this afproacb ~ith a sample 
frcblEm of relatively small dimersions ote can demonstrate 
the Kathematical difficulties which will be Encountered. 
Seconc, ty ccrrparing the optimum sclution from a monolithic 
approach with the solution frc& a hierarchical procedure, 
one hcfe~ully can evaluate the Jrocedure. 
~o achieve an Oftimum production plan from the samile 
frcblEm, the IBM ccmputer sottware package !athematical 
Frcgrammin9 system Extended (MPSX/370) vas used. Althcu]h 
frimaLily used tor solv~ng linear ~ro~ram1ing fLCtlems, this 
package contains a feature fer sclving miied-integer linear 
program2ing problems. ibis feature, called MIP/370, 
searches for a solution in two stages. lirst, the froblem 
is sclved as if it were a liEear Erosram to derive an 
optimal continuou~ sclution. fie~t, the branch and bound 
technigue is employed in the search for an optimal integer 
solution. This search starts from the optimal continuous 
solution and forces the de~ignated integer variables to 
assume integral values. 
may be found which tend 
Thus, a series of integer solutions 
toward the optimal solution. When 
an integer solution is tound, it is not known whether it is 
Cftimal. The search must continue u~til it is proven 
through bounding technigues that nc better solution exists. 
When a variable is forced to an integral value, a subproblem 
is created and a solution to this subproblem calculated. In 
rerresenting tranch and bcuna searches, these subproblems 
arE S}mboli2ed as noaes in a tree. ihe number of nodes in a 
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tree. then, may be used as a measure of the size of a 
froblem, since each r£fresents a solution. 
Since the inclusion of inteJrality constraints bas a 
significant imfact on the zumerical d~fficulties ot 
Cftimization problems, it is best to limit these as much as 
fOSsitle. Eence, the proaucticn gcantities are not 
constrained tc be integer in the aodel formulation. Bather 6 
if ncn-inte~er guantities are included in the oftima! 
solution it is assumed that these values may be rounded to 
the nearest integer. 7his rounding would resuire a very 
slight relaxing of either the overti•e cr undertime 
restrictions fer a period. 
and family setUfS fer each 
tnis leaves the number of part 
feriod as the only integer 
vaziatles. Further, these guantities axe restricted to be 
either 0 cr 1. This speeds HIE executicn and shortens the 
inrut data re~uireuents. !his action is ~ogical, as the 
deFand for and production of parts are mcdeled as occurring 
at discrete intervals of time. 
Figure 10 fresents the man~ez in •hich some of the 
1rcblem statistics may be calculated prier to attempting to 
solve this model with MIP. Using the equations for 
calculating the total constraints. structcra1 variables. and 
integer variables, one can determine what these statistics 
will be for any set of froble• para1eters. This is 
denonstrated in Figure 11. In this tigure, each parameter 
cf the problem is varied independently, and the resulting 
statistics frinted. these graFhS demonst~ate the rapidity 
VARIABLE DEFINITIONS 
PH - NUMBER OF PERIODS IN THE PLANNING HORIZON 
NP - NUMBER OF DIFFERENT PARTS PROCESSED IN THE CELL 
NF - NUMBER OF DISTINCT PART FAMILIES PROCESSED IN 
THE CELL 
CONSTRAINTS 
DEMAND = NP * NH 
LABOR: REGULAR = PH 
UNDERTIME = PH 
OVERTIME = PH 
INVENTORY: INITIAL = NP 
FINAL = NP 
SETUPS: PART = NP*PH 
FAMILY = NF*PH 
TOTAL CONSTRAINTS = PH(2NP+NF+3)+2NP 
STRUCTURAL VARIABLES 
PRODUCTION QUANTITIES = NP*PH 
INVENTORY LEVELS= (PH+l)*NP 
SETUPS: PART = NP*PH 
FAMILY = NF*PH 
LABOR HOURS: UNDERTIME = PH 
OVERTIME = PH 
TOTAL STRUCTURAL VARIABLES = PH(3NP+NF+2)+NP 
INTEGER VARIABLES 
SETUPS= (NP+NF)*PH 
Figure 10. Equations for Calculating Problem 
Statistics 
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Figure 11. Graphical Repre-
tation of Sta-
tistic Equations 
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~~th which the froblem statistics grow with even small 
changes in the parameters. For instance, in Figure 11{b) 
cne can see that increasing the nusbei of parts to be 
considered frau 10 to 20, and with 3 families and a 6 per~od 
flanning hori2on the froblem statistics almost double. To 
draw concluEions trc~ grafhs such as these, either eguations 
for esti•ating computer tise and Sface reguirements must be 
available, or one must exEeriment. 
taken in this research. 
~he latter afproach was 
~able Il frEsents the e~ecution statistics which 
resulted from solving the sam~le froblem using MIP on an IBM 
30S1 computer. Merely encoding the data is guite a time-
consuning task. 
•culd certainl1 
Use ct a matri~-generatirg computer program 
be justified if the Icdel ~ere to be 
exercised with a variety ot data. ~he iterations performed 
in searching for the ccntinuous C{timum imvolve changing the 
basic solution by the revised simplex •ethcd. Each 
subsesuent iteration indicates that a solution has been 
calculated tor a node in the branch and bound tree. 7he 
iterations shown include those Ierformed in searching for 
the continuous o~timum. 
As can been seen in the table, 3,C19 iterations were 
reguired to arrive at the £irst integer solution. 
Considering the relative· size of the protlem (20 farts, 3 
farrilies, 3 1eriods) extensive calculations vere Legu~red. 
~!though the c~ti&um integer sclution ~as produced after 
8,895 iterations the o~timality ot this soluticn waE not 
TABLE II 
SAMPLE PROBLEt1 EXECUTION 
STATISTICS 
Statistic 
Constraints 
Structural Variables 
Integer Variables 
Input Data Records 
Iterations to: 
Continuous Optimum 
First Integer Solution 
Optimum Integer Solution 
Optimality Proven 
Execution: 
Time 
Space 
Total Processor Cost 
Value 
178 
215 
69 
770 
333 
3019 
8895 
42480 
8 min. 43.79 sec. 
569,344 bytes 
$236.21 
(IBM 3081 COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS) 
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kncwn until 42,480 iterations had been co~fleted. 
1he computer time and SfaCE reguirements and the 
resulting processor cost discourage the aonol~thic approach 
taken with the sam~le problem. Beturni~g to Figure llta) 
one can see that the problem statistics ~ise sutstantiallly 
with an e~panaed planning horizcn of 6 months. 7he 
f~ccessor costs could be expected to rise at an even faster 
rate. Further, changes in problEm variatles may 
sisnificantly affect Irocessor ccsts. As an e~ample, the 
initial and final inventory levels of the sample problem 
~e~e reduced to values afproximating sinsle-period demands. 
~his change necessitated a program modification increasiny 
thE a1ount of space alloted for modes a•aiting processing. 
kith this in mind one ~auld expect the 1rocessing costs to 
~ise, which did in tact occur. Althousb exact Irocessing 
costs for sclvins the cost redel with HIP cannot be 
IrEdicted, the results from the sample problem strongly 
discourage this approach. Th~ cc~puter processing costs for 
usin~ this a~~roach with multifle GT cells and a longer 
planning ho~izon would be prohibitive. 
It should te noted that the ccmputer processing 
resuirements are dependent upon the linea~ ~rogramming 
algorithr employed. The MPSX confuter software used in this 
xefearch, an IDM Iroduct, relies on the simple~ algor~thm 
and is generally considered to be the fastest fro~ram 
available. However. as new algorithmic and computer 
1rocessors are developed it might become fractical to use 
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the part data with the cost aodel. 
Aggregating tbe tata 
Euffa and ~iller (9} frovide a def~nition ct aggregate 
flanning attrituted to Holt, Modigliani, and Simon: 
• • • a measux€ of Froduction pet unit of time (per 
week or per month, for exam1le.) Most facfories froduce 
many products rather than JUSt one; hence, a common 
unit must be found by addi~g guantities of different 
froducts. For example, a unit ot weight, volume, work 
teguired, or value might serve as a suitatle common 
denoxirator. cp.219) 
Although considerable research bas been conducted on the 
subject of aggregate £lanning, rarely axe the aggregation 
frocedures presented or discussed. Most of these efforts, 
rather, are directed at solving the aggregate problem. 
!he aggregation procedure selected for this problem 
deteraines a weighted-average based pri&arily on forecast 
demand. The calculations are presented in Figure 12, and 
the ccmpu~r program developed tc ferfora them in Appendix 
A. ~hese calculations are pertotaed in order to represent 
all of the parts in a family as a single entity, thereby 
reducing the mathematical difficulties of finding a 
solution. 
As sho~ in Figure 12 the aggregate •aterial, holding, 
and burden costs are strictly veigbtea averages. ~he 
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VARIABLE DEFINITIONS 
- aggregate burden cost per unit for fam~ly j 
- aggregate demand per period for family j in period k 
- aggregate holding cost per unit for family J 
- aggregate material cost per unit for family j 
- aggregate processing time per unit for fam~ly j 
- aggregate initial inventory for family j 
- aggregate final inventory for family j 
- burden cost per unit for part i 
- demand for part i ~n period k 
- initial inventory of part i 
- final inventory of part i 
- processing time per unit for part i 
- setup time for part i 
- number of setups over planning horizon 
- holding cost per unit for part i 
- material cost per unit for part i 
total demand for part i over planning hor~zon 
2: dik 
all k 
(part demand) Vi 
2: 
i E j 
TDi * .M~ 
Al-i] = 
2: TD~ 
i E j 
Vj (material cost) 
2: TDi * h· 
i E j ~ 
AHJ = VJ (holding cost) 
TD~ 
i j 
2: TD· * b· 
i E j ~ ~ 
AB· = Vj (burden cost) J TD· 
. 2: ~ ~ E j 
Figure 12. Equations for Aggregating Data 
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S· * N + TD· * Pi 
.L: 1 1 1£ j 
AP· = I Vj (processing t1me) J L: 'I'D. i E j 1 
ADJk = L: d1k I Vk,j (family demand) 
i£ j 
Ali· = LI · I Vj (family initial J L: 1 inventory) i£ j 
AIFJ = L: LF· I Vj (family final 
i£ j 1 inventory) 
Figure 12. (Continued) 
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asgregate processing time differs sli~btlj in that the part 
setup tiae must be included. ~his i~ accomplished by 
estimating the fre~uency of setups for farts. For tbis 
frcblem a xreyuency of once every tbree periods was selected 
for all parts. the tctal Froce~sing tiKe reguired to meet 
demand is calculated and div~ded by the total demand to 
determine the aggregate processirg time FEr part. Finally, 
the aggregate initial and final inventories and demand pe~ 
feiicd are simple summations over the 1arts i~ a family. 
~he aggregated fart data for the samfle froblem is shewn in 
~atle Ill. the only •edification tc the cost aodel 
~tructure is the elimination cf the integer variables 
rerresenting Fart set~Fs• 
through aggregation the criginal Froblem is nov 
refresented as if 3 farts belonging to a single tamily are 
to be Froduced within the cell. 1ieving the aggregated data 
in this manner, it is guite natural to further reduce the 
1rcblem bj again applying agg~egaticn. Tbis vas dcne to the 
data in iable III and the results are sbcwn in Table ~v. 
The problem is nov refresented as a single aggregate part to 
be 1roduced in the cell. The ~rocessing time FEr unit nov 
includes both part and family setup t~mes. thus, tbe cost 
aodel represeDtation of this data is nc longer a mixed-
integer pro~leK, but s~aply a linear one. Hereafter. the 3 
~ets c~ data will he reterred to as tle part data, the 
TABLE III 
AGGREGATED PART DATA FOR THE 
SAMPLE PROBLEM 
Family Number 1 2 
Setup Time 160 45 
Processing Time/Unit 10.19 6.64 
Demand/Period 92 39 
Holding Cost/Unit 2. 72 2.49 
Material Cost/Unit 0.018 0.034 
Burden Cost/Unit 0.20 0.20 
Initial Inventory 274 115 
Final Inventory 274 115 
TABLE IV 
AGGREGATED FAMILY DATA FOR 
THE SAMPLE PROBLEM 
PARAMETER 
Processing Time/Unit 
Demand/Period 
Holding Cost/Unit 
Material Cost/Unit 
Burden Cost/Unit 
Initial Inventory 
Final Inventory 
DATA 
11.11 
219 
3.04 
.025 
.020 
651 
651 
63 
3 
225 
12.42 
88 
3.63 
0.029 
0.20 
262 
262 
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tanil1 data, and the cell data. 
Comfarison of Execution Statistics 
!he froble~ and e~ecution statistics cf the part ddta 
1rcblem are displajed again in ~able V alcny with those from 
the family data and cell data frcblems. ~he ditterence in 
the statistics hetveen part data and family data is 
cbviously sign~ficant. Although the ditference between 
fa~ily data and cell data statistics is net nearly as great, 
it vculd increase rapidly if the planning horizon is 
exfanded to a more reasonable length or with the addition of 
ancther part family. Further, h) reducing the problem to a 
linear progra~ming one, the fCtential for model use is 
enhanced. 
Comparison of Solutions 
Frcm the preceding discussion one can see that production 
flanning with the faaily or cell data vculd he desireable 
frcm a computational 
however, as to the 
aggregated data. 
standpoint. The guesticn remains, 
validity cf a plan froduced using 
!his question will be approached by 
comparing the solutions which result froa the three sets of 
data. 
~he production plans and associated inventcry levels 
which represent the o{timum solutions for the data are shown 
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TABLE V 
PROBLEM AND EXECUTION STATISTICS 
Part Family Cell 
Model Data Data Data 
Constraints 178 33 14 
Structural Variables 215 36 13 
Integer Variables 69 9 0 
Input Data Records 770 154 48 
Iterations 42,480 118 18 
Execution Time (sec. ) 523.79 1.70 0.74 
Execution Space (bytes) 569,344 114,688 276 
Total Processor Cost 236.21 1.25 1.25 
(IBM 3081 COMPUTER REQUIREMENTS) 
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in Tdtle Vl. ~n tbe table the froduction and inventory 
quantities fer tbe fart data and the family data are 
£resented by families in add~tion to tbe total tor each 
feriod in the plannins horizon. 
1o compare the plans the sclut~onE •~st be examined on 
the basis of costs alsoe These are stcwn in Table VI~. 
,his table presents the overall cost as deriving from three 
sources: production, inventczy, and overtime. This 
reflects the otjective function of the ccst model in which 
the material, burden, and regular labcr cost ccetficients 
are combined. This is fossible as all cf these costs are 
functions of the froduction volumes. ,he part data and 
faRily data production costs include costs for regular labor 
due to setups. The coefficient used in the model tor 
calculating overtime Ieflects the increase in labor costs 
for otertime 
1be sources 
diECUSSed. 
and is identical tcr 
ot difference in 
the ttree sets 
the ccsts will 
of data. 
now be 
In aggregating data a certain amount of rcundcff error 
will occur. ,he efiects ot this can be seen in the third 
leriod inventory costs. 1he model constrains the ending 
inventory values which should result in identical third 
period inventory ccsts. The differences are an indication 
of the roundctt error which results frcm aggregating the 
~nventory holding costs per unit. It maj be concluded that 
a small portion of the ditterences found are due to roundoif 
error. 
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TABLE VI 
PRODUCTION PLANS 
Production Inventory 
MODEL Period Period 
1 2 3 0 1 2 3 
Cell Data 194 225 238 651 626 632 651 
Family Data 
Family 1 113 0 163 274 295 203 274 
2 0 0 117 262 244 350 115 
3 70 194 0 262 244 350 262 
Total 183 194 280 651 615 590 651 
Part Data 
Family 1 0 204 72 274 182 294 274 
2 0 90 27 115 76 127 115 
3 181 0 83 262 355 267 262 
Total 181 294 182 651 613 688 651 
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TABLE VII 
OPTIMUM SOLUTION PRODUCTION COSTS 
COST Part Family Cell 
SOURCE Data Data Data 
Production 
Period 1 372.74 361.48 330.96 
2 416.67 395.69 383.85 
3 393.40 415.30 406.03 
Total 1182.81 1172.47 1120.84 
Inventory 
Period 1 1469.75 1752.81 1784.10 
2 1134.25 1779.32 1801.20 
3 1852.95 1853.55 1855.35 
Total 4456.95 5385.68 5440.65 
Overtime 
Period 1 17.40 0.64 0.00 
2 46.60 48.00 19.85 
3 48.00 48.00 48.00 
Total 112.00 96.64 67.85 
TOTAL 5751.76 6654.79 6629.34 
Eoth production and overtime total ccsts decrease with 
the aggregated data, indicating a dec~ease in the time 
Ieguired to meet the plan. ibis castf suspicion on the 
agsregation procedure. 1he •est cbvicus source of tb~ 
difference would be tbe incorforaticn of setuF times ~n tne 
a9gregated frocessing time per unit. The optimum plan from 
the part data calls fer a single setup for all parts over 
the Ilanning horizon with only a single exception {~art 
number 19). 1his would account for only a small portion of 
the difference between the producticn costs of the part data 
flan and the family data plan, as only 30 minuteE aLe 
reguired tor this extra setui• The differences in family 
setup tine re~uireme~ts are more significant. From the 
1rcduction Flans in Table VI one can see that a total of b 
fanilj setufs ~ere included in tbe fart data plan and 5 in 
the faKily data plan. Only 3 ~ere ~ncluded in calculating 
the aggregate precessing time fer unit tor the cell data 
flan. Examining this facet ot the Ircblem re~eals a 
shcrtcomin~ of the mixed-integer formulation of the model. 
Considering the {art data production plan ~t is apparent 
that the setu~ for Either taaily 1 or 2 would not be 
necessary in period 3, as beth cf these are tc te produced 
in period 2. 1he same would be true of family 3 in period 2 
cf the family data plan if it were also scheduled last in 
If one remo~es the ccst ot these setuF times the 
totals of the froauction and overtime cost~ become: 
part data------ S1~41.4~ 
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family data---- 119q.11 
cell data------ 1188.69 
!hese figures indicate that the cell data provides a close 
apfroximation ot the froduction ccsts aEsociated with the 
optimum part data plan tor the sa1ple data. 
!he greatest difference it tctal costs derive from 
inventory holding costs. With the part data the model is 
able to select for production early in the p~anning horizon 
these parts with smaller 
depletes the inventories 
holding cost as much as 
per unit holding cost. This 
of fartE witt higher fer unit 
possible. iith aggregation this 
diEtinction is lost. !he reascn for the magnitude of the 
differences is 
Since 
the variety ot belding ccsts in the sample 
the tor2ation of Iart faailies is normally 
based on similarities in raw material, design, and 
£recessing the inventory holding ccst pex unit will likely 
have KUch less variety than that cf the sample data. 
summary and Co£clusions 
Solving the cost model for the G~ cell iE the topic ot this 
chaptere E~uations are developed which calculate problem 
statistics for any set ot data to be used in the model. ~t 
is coDcluded tram grafhs of these eyuations and from the 
execution statistics using saaple data that computer 
reguirements using current flif technisues discourage a 
sonolithic approach. 
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An aggregation ~rocedure is develofed which allows the 
1arts in a part famill to be refresented as a single part. 
Additional aggregation reduces the protlem to a s1ngle 
re}resentative part for the cell. ~his allows the model to 
be sclved with linear programming. ~be changes in the 
execution statistics ~bich result are draaatic. 
,o validate the aggregation frOCedtie the production 
11an total costs before and after aggergation are compared, 
using the saKple data. A small portion of the cost 
differences are the result of roundoff error. Another 
so~rce of difference in costs derives frcm the aggregation 
frccedure. ~he manner in which setup time is included 
during aggregation is concluded to be important. The 
~ajority of the differences in total costf are traced to the 
variety present in inventory holding costs for parts. It is 
concluded, however, that this variet1 ~ill usually not be 
present in GT cells, and that the aggregated data provides a 
clcse a}proximation of the ~reduction costs. 
In using the aggre~ate planning approach develo}ed in 
this research, the following guidelines axe recommended: 
1. A weighted-average based upon planned orders from 
MRP should he used tor a~gregatir.g tbe data. 
~. The accuracy of the aggregate planning solution is 
improved wben the ranges of values tor the 
parameters are relativell small. 
~ 
-· 
Reasonably accurate esti1ates of the number of part 
and famill setuFs which will be reguired ever the 
12 
planning bcrizon are necessar1 for calculatin~ the 
aggregate Frccessing tiles. 
4. If the a~gregate planning aodel rloes net accurately 
retlect tbe unaggregated data, then the aggregation 
technique s.hould be examined for possible 
modification. 
Adhering to these guidelines and reguirements should not 
IOSe a difficult protlem. Uses of the aggregate flannin9 
aodel will be discussed in the next chapter. 
CHAPTEE V 
APPLICATIONS OF ~HE MODEl 
Introduction 
In the preceding chapter it was demonstrated that the 
agsregate model, tei&ed the cell data Kadel, provides a 
clcse approximation to the cost cf prodvction v~th a GT 
cell. In this chaptei the manner in vhict this uoael may be 
used will be fresented. 
Four ~a1s in which the 1odel maj be of value to 
mana~ement will be discussed and demcnstrated in this 
chapter. First, the solution will be analyzed to examine 
the relationships of the variables and ccnstraints in hopes 
of gaining insight into the ccsts of the manufacturing 
system. second, the solution will be analyzed to examine 
the i1pact of a changing external enviro£ment. 7he models 
use in possible system modificat~ons to adapt to these 
changes will then be discussed. Lastlj, the use ct tbe 
solution in the scheduling function of {reduction planning 
and scheduling will be examined. Prier tc pertorming these 
analyses the model ~as expanded to 12 periods which is 
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considered to te a more realistic rlannins hori2on. 
Analysis to Examine Onderl}ing 
Relaticnshif£ 
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!he ortimum sclution from the cell model with a 12 period 
bcrizcn is contained in Appendi~ E. !be production plan 
associated with this· solution is shown ir Tatle VIII. One 
can see that the flan calls fer minimum rroduction in the 
first five periods, an increase in Froduction in period 6, 
ana aaximum rroduction in fericds 7 through 12. The 
undertime in rericds 1 through 5 is at a •a~imum, as is the 
cvertime in periods 1 through 12. Furthermore, through use 
cf the range feature ot MPSX it vas found that an increase 
in d€Jrand in any cf the first fcur pericds of the horizon 
~ould actuallJ decrease the overall cost associated with the 
flan. For instance, the coaputer output indicates that the 
current otjective fuDction value vculd decrease $10.32 for 
each unit increase in demand in period 1 tram the current 
value of 21Y ur to 226 units. At this feint tbe limit on 
overtime in reriod 6 ~ould becc.e an active constraint as 
the iEventory level at the beginning of reriod 6 would be 
lower. This vould 1e1uire more rroduction in reriod 6 to 
seet demand ~nd the final invectcrJ constLaint. In fact, 
modification ot any of the active constraints (all periods 
de~and, regular hours available, undertime in per~ods 1-5, 
ovErtime in periods 1-12, and icitial aEd final ~nventory 
PERIOD 
0 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
TABLE VIII 
AGGREGATE PRODUCTION PLAN FROM 
CELL MODEL SOLUTION 
PRODUCTION ENDING 
QUANTITY INVENTORY 
651 
194 626 
194 601 
194 576 
194 551 
194 526 
230 537 
238 556 
238 575 
238 594 
238 613 
238 632 
238 651 
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LABOR 
HOURS 
2160 
2160 
2160 
2160 
2160 
2557 
2640 
2640 
2640 
2640 
2640 
2640 
1b 
values) will result in the overtiae constraint tor period 6 
becoming active. 1hus, the cost structure of the sample 
1rcblem is such that the optimua solution delays Froduction 
as long as fOssible, tberebj deFleting the initial 
inventory. 
All of the atove aspects of the solution to the model 
ma1 be attributed to the relatively high inventory boldin~ 
cost. Although this insigbt cculd have been attained by 
ether methods, it is a bj-product of this production 
flanning procedure which is available at litte cost. 
~o further investigate the ettects ot tbe ~nventory 
parameters a sensitivity analysis of these parameters was 
conducted. The parameter variations studied are shown in 
7atle IX. ~he following discussion relates to this table. 
ln case 1 the initial inventcry value vas varied from 0 
to 29~ while the final inventory value and holding cost 
remained co~stant. 7he optisua solution obtained with zero 
initial and final inventory values •aintains a level 
1rcduction rate which aatches the demand. Thus, the 
overtime is a constant 33.09 minutes per period and the 
undertime 0 minute~ fer period. As the initial inventory 
level is increased tbe objective tuncticn value decreases 
initially. This is a result cf the elimination of the 
overtime in period 1 which vas reguired to meet demand. 
7his decreasing trend ceases once the u~dertime constraint 
forces inventcry to be carried from period one to two. 
After~ards, tbe objective function value strict~y increases 
CASE 
NUMBER 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
TABLE IX 
INVENTORY PARAt1ETER VARIATIONS STUDIED 
INITIAL 
INVENTORY 
0 to 295 
0 
0 to 651 
651 
FINAL 
INVENTORY 
0 
0 to 223 
0 to 651 
651 
INVENTORY 
HOLDING COST 
2.85 
2.85 
2.85 
285 to 0.00 
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with increasing initial inve~torJ. 7be effect of increas~n~ 
initial inventcry on the production plaL is a decrease iu 
frcduction volume in the earliest period until the undertime 
constraint is encountered, at which time the decrease will 
continue into the mext earlier period. 7his pattern 
continues until the initial inventcry reaches a value of 
295_, at vhich fOint a feasib .le scluticn .nc longer exists. 
Case numter ~ from 7able VIII inwolves ~arying the 
final inventory. As one would suspect, the objective 
function value strictly increases as the final value is 
increased froa o. The o_Fti•um IIOduction plan accounts for 
increasing final inventory valueE by increasing the amount 
cf frcduction in the latest pericd possible, sutject to the 
cvertime constraint. With an initial inventory ot 0 the 
maximum possitle final inventer] is 223. 
Cases 1 and 2 demonstrate that, given the cost model 
1arameters, initial and final inventory values other tban 0 
will result in a froduction plan which delays frcduct~on as 
lcng as possitle. Bi varying these values simultaneously 
(case number 3) this conclusion vas reinforced. With this 
frcblem data, then, minimum inventory levels are desireable. 
However_, this would te true for any manufacturing situation 
if the demand were statle, accurate forecasts available, and 
the 1roduction facilities highly reliable. Eanagement 
fOlicy will mcrmally Exist for establishing these minimum 
11alue::. 
Case number 4 involves the sensitivity analysis of a 
7~ 
cost coefficient, tte inventor} belding cost. Beginning 
with a cost of 2.85 dcllais rer unit this parameter is 
gradually decreased, resulting in a corresponding decrease 
in the objective function value. ThE optimum solution 
rrcduction plan does net change uLtil a belding cost of 2.22 
is reached. After this point the overtime cost incurred ~er 
unit cf production is greater. Consequently, subseguent 
solutions have reduced overtime in the later periods, offset 
ty reduced undertine in earlier reriods. ihen the holding 
cc£t rer unit is eventually reduced to 0.0 the resulting 
froduction plan reguires exactly 2400 miDutes of froduction 
tile rer period for the first 10 periods. The initial 
inventory is used to atsorb the excess demand. In periods 
11 and 12 overtime is used to meet the final inventory 
reguirement. From t!is one can conclude that the inventory 
belding cost ~er unit has a significant ettect on the 
optimum production plan, especially if it exceeds the cost 
cf overtime to froduce a unit. 
7he results of these analyses indicate the ~mpcrtance 
of the inveDtcry parameters, quantity on hand and holding 
co£t, to production planning for the cell. ~anagement will 
be able to satisty the planned orders frcm MRP, and should 
examine the inventory policies and concentrate cost 
reduction efforts on the holding costs, given the current 
rrcblem parameters. 
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Analysis ct the lafact of a Cbanging 
E~ternal Enviionment 
An irportant yet tieguently overlooked 
linear programming software facka9es 
sensitivity analyEis one can determine 
feature of many 
is that throuJn 
the effects of 
variations in the data without completely rerunning the 
entire program. T!e •ost obvious sotrce of potential 
external variation wjth this ccst model is the forecasted 
derrand. To examine the impact of a nor-constant demand a 
se~ies of com~uter runs vere aade. 7hesE are susmarized in 
!atle X. Each of the six demand streamE employed is drawn 
ficm a uniform distribution. !he 1arameteis of the 
distributions were artitrarily selected, lut ccnstitute both 
increasing and decreasing mean values, and an increase in 
the range about a mean. 7he use of thEse varying demand 
stieams with the model is intended to examine the impact of 
fluctuating desand on the res~lting production plan, as vell 
as demonstrate the value of the eodel. in evaluating the 
imract of a changing external desand. Conseguently, with 
each stream the initial and ~inal inventory levels were 
variea from 65C t.o o. 
!he first two demand streams shown in the table are 
to 219, distributed abo~t a mean value approximately egual 
the constant demand used with the oLiginal model. With 
deEand stream numter 1 the demand lies in a range which 
e~tends 10~ either side of the sean. ThE demand is allowed 
DEMAND 
STREAM 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
TABLE X 
SUMMARY OF VARYING DEMAND STREAMS 
USED IN ANALYSIS 
Bounds 
NO. DISTRIBUTION MEAN UPPER LOWER 
Uniform 219 197 241 
Uniform 219 175 263 
Uniform 241 217 265 
Uniform 263 237 289 
Uniform 197 177 217 
Uniform 175 158 193 
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tc vary up to 20~ of the mean in demand stream number 2. 
~he froduction plans which resulted from these demand 
streaKs and varying initial and f~nal inventory values 
frcduced no surprises. !he OFtimum cost plans vitb zero 
initial and final inventory values cost less than those 
produced with higber inventcry values. As ~ith previous 
analyses the inventory level is ainimized by satching the 
deRand stream as much as possible. Using demand stream 1 
the production Flan dces not vary as the inventory values 
are increased above 1CO. ~he same is true above 1~0 with 
demand stream number 2. Above these values, the production 
plan calls tor maximum unaertiae early in the flannin9 
bcrizon and maximum overtime in the J.a ter periods. One .may 
conclcde, then, that •oderate fluctuations in the demand 
will have minimal impact on the optimum 1roduction plan tor 
this froble&. One point ot interest does occur with demand 
stream 2. Below a final inventcry value of 16 no feasible 
solution exists, as the undertime constraint forces 
rrcduction in fericd 12 to exceed the su1 of the demand in 
that fEriod and the final inventcry value. Thus. either 
this overtime constraint would have to bE relaxed, cr the 
final inventory value increased. 
~o examine the ilfact of increasing demand, streams 3 
and 4 were employed. !hese are based on increases in the 
de•and mean ot lOX and 20~. iith the 10~ incxease the cell 
is cafable of meeting demand within the constraints, as 
long as the initial inventory ~alue is greater 18. The 
SJ 
resulting production flans use aaximum overtime in periods 
2-12, regardless of the initial and tinal inventory values. 
As the inventcry values are reduced from f50 to 50, in steps 
cf 10C, the production plans charge cnly in inventory levels 
and otjective function values, beth of ~tich decrease. At 
ana telow an initial inventor] value ot 18 no teasible 
solution exists, as the demand i~ period 9 can no longer be 
met within the overtime constraint. 
iith demand stream 4 the results are more dramatic, as 
no feasible sclution eiists with inventory walues of 650. 
Although the demand in each period is 
aggregate units remain at the end at 
satisfied~ only 367 
the planning horizon. 
!his is not SUfrising, however, as the lower value ot tbe 
demand range eguals tbe maxiaum cafacity of the cell w~thin 
the overtime constraint. 7he total demand over the flanninJ 
horizon is such that the initial inventory will te depleted 
unless the cvertiie ccnstraint is relaied or a modificatiou 
is made to the manufacturing system or part families. 
iith an increase in the mean demano one can see the 
value of maintaining a certain amount of inventory as safety 
stock. 1his enables the cell to meet high fluctuations in 
demand without viclati.n:J constraints. ThE model's detection 
of potential froblEKS with increased demand is clearly 
evident. As a tool in the eiamination ot possitle remedies 
to thjs problem, the model will be demonstrated later in 
this chapter. 
temand streams c and 6 are drawn from distributions 
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with •ean values 10~ and 20% belcw the initial constant 
value of 219. In the former case, the mode~ is ab~e to 
handle the reduced oemand within the ccnstraints. With 
initial and final inventory ~alues otter than o, the 
undert~me in feriods 1-11 is at a maximum 5itb overt~me 
being used in period 12 to meet the final inventory value. 
Using demand stream 6 no feasible soluticn exists, as the 
total demand over the Flanning hcrizon is less than tbe 
frcduction volume using maximum undertiae. Conseguentlj, 
sane increase in the inventor1 le1el must occur in order to 
resain within the undertime constraints. !he decision must 
te made either to relax the undertime ccnstraint or accept 
an excess of inventor1 at the end of the planning period. 
These choices assume that modification of the manufacturing 
system or part families is not FOSsible, an alternative 
which will te considered in the next section of this 
chapter. 
Analysis of G7 Systea !cdifications 
!he establish&ent at fart families and selection ot machines 
tc precess these families are tasks normally acccmplisbed by 
a 1roject teau tor GT iaplementation. Once families and 
~achine cells are estatlishea1 bc~ever, it genera~ly becomes 
the respons~bility ot the ~reduction planning and central 
defartment to monitor the perforsance of these cells. Yet, 
no literature has teen found wbich suggests methods for 
accomflishin3 this task. 
!odification cf the GT Sjstem may cccur in two ways. 
~he composition of the part taKilies may be modified or the 
{recessing capability oz the cell may bE changed. These 
mod1fications may be accomflisbed in difterent Wajs and iu 
response tc different external factO IS. However the 
aodifications are acccmplished, the cell model may be used 
to analyze the im~act. 
In the previous section it was demonstiated how the cell 
model detects potential froblems in over- or underload1ng 
the cell with work over the planting hcri2on. 'lhe problems 
~ere fresented as deriving frcu changes in the aggregate 
demand. These demand changes cculd come from a number of 
sources, including demand. changes for end-products, 
introduction of new froducts, cr froduct design changes. 
Fegardless of the source of the change, ~cae action must be 
taken to ensure the ccnt1nued viability of the G~ system. 
Several actions were suggested to combat underor 
overloading of the cell, primarily tbrocgh relaxation of a 
constraint. Another option which e.xists and should be 
consiaered is modification cf the fart families being 
,trcduced in the cell. In the case of an cverloaded cell the 
DUII'be:r of parts might be reduced. 'I .his would be 
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accomflisbed either ttrough subccrtracting or bJ routin~ the 
jobs to other machines in the facility. To rectify an 
underloadin~ conaition, additional Farts may be included in 
the fa~ilies. This fOssibility is reali~tic, as no actual 
ilfle~entation has ever processed the entire parts 
fOfulation. Furthermore, new iart designs are treguently 
being ~ntroduced for froduction. 
7he cell model- Kay be used to analyze the impact of 
1rcposed part tamily modifications. one vay to accomplish 
this is to simply aggregate the data again, including data 
for tbc new part or e%cluding data for a 1art to be removed. 
If a fart is to be added one could include it in the aodel 
by introducing new variables and constraint revs to the 
sodel. However, this wculd entail the inclus~on of 12 new 
row vectors and 26 nev coluan vector~. Conse~uen tly, 
rea3gregating the data is recommended. 
Consider demand stream nuster 6 cf Table IX which 
resulted in an infeasible .sclution, as the undertime 
constraints could not be satisfied. If a fait exists which 
tecbnclogically could be added to cne of the Fart Iamilies, 
one may wish to consider the i&fact of this addition on the 
frcduction flan. As an example, consider the data for ~art 
number 21 presented in Table II. The revised asgregate cost 
coefficient and processing time fer unit may be calculated 
as shown in Figure 13, rather than reagsregating the data. 
~he initial and final inventory values and demand fer 1eriod 
for the new part Bay be included by simple addition. 
Part 
No. 
Process 
Time 
TABLE XI 
CANDIDATE PART DATA 
Setup 
Time 
Cost Per Unit 
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21 11.0 15.0 
Holding 
5.0 
Material 
0.02 
Burden 
0.02 
1 
41 
2 
20 
3 
19 
Forecast Demand By Period 
4 5 6 7 8 9 
36 42 45 33 5 47 
10 
70 
11 
34 
12 
18 
Previous Aggregate Data 
Processing Time Per Unit = 11.11 
Total Demand = 2628 
Total Processing Time = 2628 * 11.11 = 29197.08 
Cost Coefficient = 1.706 
New Part Data 
Cost Coefficient = 1.687 
Total Processing time = 4020 
Demand = 360 
Revised Aggregate Data 
Processing Time Per Unit = (29197.08+4020) I (2628+360) 
= 11.12 
Cost Coefficient = (1.706*2628+1.687*360) I (2628+360) 
= 1.704 
Figure 13. Calculations for Modifying the 
Aggregate Data 
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!urther, reconstructing the data tcr the linea~ Irogramminj 
model is easilJ accomi1ished ~ith a~ editing prograa. 
!he model has been solved succe~stully using tbe 
revised aggregate data, and the results reveal that, with 
the modified G'I part families, the cell 1iill operate within 
the ccnstraints for the torcasted demand. ~t additional 
caDdidate parts exist they might also be considered, as the 
optimum production plan will-use •aximua undertime in the 
first 8 periods. 
'Io consider tte effects of the deletion of a fart from 
a family one would fellow the sate frocedure, subtracting 
tiaes, costs, and demand as opposed to adding. This action 
might be re~uired due to part otsolescence cr to relieve an 
overloaded cell. In the latte~ case, another alternative 
woDld be the modification of the G! syste1 machines. 
A nusber of external factcrs aay affect the processing 
carabilities of the G'I system. !achines may be modified to 
increase their production rate, such as ty add~ng autcmated 
tocl changers or by s~itching from NC to CNC. Newer 
machines may te purchased as rerlacementf or as an addition 
to existing machines, or identical machiDes may be added to 
the cell. Begardless ot the san£er of change, the etfect on 
the froduction plan may be sigtifica£t and should be 
eJ:amined. 
A change oi tbis nature will affect 1araaeters of every 
fart frocessed in the cell. 7he burden ccst may be affected 
through ne~ reguire•ents for indirect labor, ind~rect 
aaterials 4 cr other burden component cost. Direct material 
costs may te oecreased if the aDount of scrap is reduced. 
~he setu~ and }rocessing time fer a part and setup tige for 
a family may t€ changed. 7his would directly attect the 
frocessing cafahilities of the cell. ln e~ample will be 
usEd to demonstrate use of the •odel to Examine the impacts 
cf frccessing capability moditicaticns. 
In section 5.3 demand stream number q froB table X was 
used to demonstrate the reacticn of the model when the 
demand mean was increased by 20J. ~be result vas an 
infeasible solution. Since the deaand tor farts must be 
satisfied some action must be taken. One option available 
tc managemEnt might be to add an additional mach~e. 
Assuming that the only parameter v~ich wculd change is the 
asgregate processing time, r~aggregation of the data is not 
necessary. Rather, tbE new aggregate processing time, 9.95, 
may be substituted easily with an editing Frcgram. This 
changE has been made in the data with the result being a 
feasitle solution. 
1he a~gregate cost model, then, serves gcite well as a tool 
in examining the iapact of G1 s1stem modifications, whether 
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the change is for improvement or to avoid a potential 
1rcblem. Furthermore, since the mcdel is based on 
frcduction costs, alternative prcfosals may be analysed. ~f 
the proposed change is the addition or deletion of a part, 
cr a change ~hich will affect the parameters cf all farts 
equally, then the existing data tor the todel maJ be edited 
guite easily. Even if the aggre1ation frocedure must be 
fetformed again, a matrix-generating Ficgram for the LP 
coiputer package would make this task a minor effort. 
~wo topics not aentioned i~ the preced~ng discussion 
shculd be noted. First, the effect on the balance at work 
within the cell must te co~sidered Frior to implementing anJ 
G1 Sjstem change. 1his could be a major consideration, 
defending on the com~osition of the cell. Balancing 
techniques are an entire study in themsel~es and w~ll DOt be 
addressed here. Second, it vas assumed that a candidate 
fait existed which could technologically te frocessed alon~ 
with cne of the existing far~ ta1ilies. ,his implies that 
the inclusion of this part would net affect the processing 
cf anj existing parts. 
~he Solution as a Schedulins Aid 
ihe Desult of the cell data model is a solution to the 
~sgregate protlem which enables &anagers to aa~e decisions 
related to workforce requirements, machining cafacity, and 
Fart family composition. the n£Xt step noLmally taken in 
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aggregate planning is the disaggregation cf this solution to 
a frocuction plan, allocating fart and family production to 
distinct periods in time. However, since the demand fer the 
•odel was generated through MEP, the timing and guantity of 
the re9uirements for 1arts is already kncwn. Furthermore, 
these are constrained by the deaand for subassemblies at a 
higher level in the bill of material. Thus, the only 
changes which could be made ~culd invclve moving orders 
fcrward in hopes of eliminating a family cr part setuf. The 
solution to the aggregate model indicates frcduction 
activity in terms of labor hours fer period. This may be 
used as a goal in the analysis of ~ossitle changes to the 
froposed order release from ftBP. However, as discussed 
earlier in this chapter, if low initial and final inventory 
values exist the 
is possible. 
delayed. 1hus, 
optimum plan matcbes deaand as closely as 
With bigher inventory values production is 
with this sample data few changes would be 
anticipated. Rather, a "cut-and-tit" a;proach might be 
afflied to avoid excessive deviations frcm the labor hours 
associated with the asgregate sclution. 7he potential for 
future work related to this tofic will be addressed in the 
neJt chapter. 
this chapter has been directed to the exa1ination ot ways in 
which the aggregate flanning mcdel can be utilized. 
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Sensitivity analysis is the Irimary teal used in this 
examination. 
!he solution ~as close1} e~amined using the range 
feature of ~PSX. ~his ina~cated that the inventorr 
1azameters had the strongest imfact on tle solution w1thin 
the given constraints. A sen~itivity analysis of the 
inventory levels and hold1ng ccst farameters was performed 
and indicated that production will be delaJed as long as 
possitle within the constraints in order to deplete the 
inventory. this results in ma~imum overtime in the later 
periods and undertime in the earlier periods. Varying the 
initial and final inventory values cnly affects the 
magnitude of this unbalanced plan. sensitivity analysis of 
the holding ccst reveals that the production plan will not 
be affected by changes in this value until it is reduced to 
a point at which the overtiae cost parameter becoaes 
dcminant. Through these analyses the value of the aodel as 
a tool in understanding the c9st structure of the G~ cell is 
deRon~trated. 
Sensitivity analysis of the aggregate demand has been 
performed to examine fluctuations, increases and decreases 
in demand. through this analysis the cell's capability to 
handle high fluctuations in demand is shown. Also 1 the need 
tor maintaining some inventory to atsorb these fluctuations 
tecomes apparent. ihe ability cf the aodel to detect 
1otential problems which might arise tror changes in demaua 
is de&onstrated. 
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1he model is found to serve guite well in evaluatin3 GT 
system modifications in response to incrEased or decreased 
demand. ~oditicatioDs of the fart famil} and the machine 
group are exa~ined, and examples fresented. ~ethods for 
incor1crating these changes uere developed and are 
presented. Finally, the aannex ~n •hich the aodel's 
sclution may be used in production scheduling are discussed. 
It is concluded that the soluticD mal te used as a guide 
vben considering possible changes tc the lBP planned orders. 
CHAP1EE \I 
SU~~ARY AND FBCSPEC1S 
~he gcal of the research has-been achie~ed. 
flanning technique is used to solve a cost model which 
rerresents the production of Farts by a GT ce~l. The cost 
aodel and the aggregate planLing technigue were developed in 
this researcho The manner in which the model aay be used 
for flanning fUrposes has been thoroughly examined. By 
afplying the technigue in a hierarchical planning procedure 
as recommended in this thesis one may enhance tbe benefits 
cf using group technology concepts in manufacturing. The 
freposed procedure is practical, flexible, and easily 
incor1orated into existing p~oduction planning and central 
syste1s. 
~he costs associated with a production plan tor a GT 
cell have been identified and categorized as direct labor 
ana materials, burden, and inventery costs. ~hese costs are 
translated into a cost model. ~he management and 
operational aspects of the cell have leen examined and 
relevant modeling constraints developed fer the model. The 
resulting model and constraints comfrise a mixed-integer 
linear Frogramming problem. 
94 
!he probleD baf teen solved ~sing MP~X. Eguations vere 
develcped for calculating the 1rcble~ statistics w~th 
changes in the plannin~ horizon, the number of 1arts, cr the 
number of part families. An examinatior. of tbe grafbS of 
tbese eguations and tbe e~ecutio~ statistics which resulted 
~hen a small problem ~as solved led to the development of 
ancther problem-folving apfrcach. Aggregate planning 
technigues are applied and a linear programmiDg problem 
results. The validity and advantages of using an aggre~ate 
apfroach are analyzed usjng sa•fle data. Guidelines tor 
a~Ilying the aggregation approach are pre~ented. These are 
intended to be general and to ensure a reasonatly accurate 
solution will result when aggregate data is used. 
iays in which the •odel •ay be of benefit are 
demonstrated. ~be solution is 
into the ccsts associated ~ith 
analyzed to provide insight 
a GT manufacturing system. 
!hE ispact of changes external tc the SJEtem were examined, 
and pctential modifications evaluated. 1hese moditications 
refresent changes in beth machining ca~acity and fart tamilj 
composition. 7he manner in which the •odel may be modified 
to represent these changes bas beEn developed and 
demonstrated. The use ot the solution as an aid to the 
sc~eduling tunction cf froducticm flannin~ and control is 
discussed. 
several ~otential areas e~ist fer future research 
related to this to~ic. In reviewing the literature the lack 
cf definiti~e methods tor econoaicallj analyzing the in~tial 
GT implementation 
establishing a GT 
was revealed. 
manufacturing system 
Y6 
ether aspects of 
afpear tc be well-
researched. However, another absence in the literature is 
the lack of dccumented studies of the performance of GT 
aanufacturing systems over a lons period cf time, especially 
in the presence of major eccnomic fluctuations or 
technclogical change. 
~he procedure dEveloped in this research might be 
extended to include the scheduling function. 
entail disaggregation of the sclution into 
This would 
a schedule of 
fart family and part production. Althcugh a cut-and-fit 
aethod bas heen susgested, ether aethods aight prove 
~ortb•hile. 
Lastly, it is felt that additional study into data 
aggregation frocedures is oeeded. ThE impact of th~ 
calculation u~on the results of an aggregation procedure was 
found significant ir this research. Since aggre9ate 
flanning is typically applied at the manufacturing facility 
and tbe product levels, the fOtential woith of such a study 
is deemed significant. 
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APPENDIX A 
AGGREGATION COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
102 
c 
c 
DIMENSION JSET(3) 
C THIS PROGRAM AGGREGATES PART FAMILY DATA 
C AND STORES THE RESULTS IN A PART FAMILY FILE. 
c 
C FOR ADDITIONAL DETAILS SEE THE DISSERTATION 
C ENTITLED "CONSIDERATIONS FOR GROUP TECHNOLOGY 
C MANUFACTURING IN PRODUCTION PLANNING" BY 
C GERALD R. GRAVES. 
c 
c 
c 
JSET(1}=160 
JSET(2)=45 
JSET(3)=225 
WRITE(6,100) 
100 FORMAT(' ',////' ','ENTER THE NUMBER OF ', 
1 'PERIODS IN THE PLAN',/'') 
READ(9,*) IPERS 
IPSETS=IPERS/3 
IFSETS=2*IPSETS 
DO 10 I=1,3 
TL=0. 
DT=0. 
AP=0. 
AH=0. 
AM=0. 
AB=0. 
DO 20 J=1,50 
READ(11,101,END=21} IPN,IGN,LOT, 
+ ISET,IPT,HC,IDEM,BURD,DMC 
101 FORMAT(2I2,I4,2I3,F5.2,I4,2F5.3} 
IF(IGN.NE.I) GO TO 20 
DT=DT+IDEM 
AP=AP+IPSETS*ISET+IDEM*IPT 
AH=AH+HC*IDEM 
AM=AM+DMC*IDEM 
AB=AB+BURD*IDEM 
20 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,103) 
103 
103 FORMAT(' ','****** ERROR,> 50 PARTS IN FILE ******'} 
STOP 9 
21 AP=AP/DT 
AH=AH/DT 
AD=DT/FLOAT(IPERS} 
AM=AM/DT 
AB=AB/DT 
WRITE(12,104) I,JSET(I) ,AP,IAD,AH,AM,AB 
104 FORMAT(I1,I3,F5.2,I4,F5.2,2F5.3} 
WRITE(6,107} I,JSET(I},AP,IAD,AH,AM,AB 
107 FORMAT('',//' ',T3,'GRPI[',T10,'SETUP', 
+ T17,'PROC.',T25,'DEMAND',T32,'HOLD', 
+ T40,'MATL.',T47,'BURDEN',/' ',T5,I1, 
104 
+ T11,I3,T17,F5.2,T26,I4,T32,F5.2,T40, 
+ F5.3,T48,F5.3) 
REWIND 11 
10 CONTINUE 
WRITE(6,120) 
120 FORMAT (I I, I AGGREGATE PROCESSING ENDED I ,/// 1 I) 
STOP 1 
END 
APPENDIX B 
PART DATA PRODUCTION PLAN 
105 
106 
PART NO. PERIOD 1 PERIOD 2 PERIOD 3 
1 0 114 0 
2 0 30 0 
3 0 0 12 
4 0 0 6 
5 0 0 12 
6 0 60 0 
7 0 0 18 
8 0 0 24 
9 0 54 0 
10 0 0 9 
11 0 36 0 
12 0 0 12 
13 0 0 6 
14 102 0 0 
15 0 0 12 
16 0 0 12 
17 0 0 6 
18 0 0 24 
19 19 0 29 
20 60 0 0 
-------------------------------------------------------TOTAL 181 294 182 
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•anufacturing cost elements is defiCted in Figure 7. 
Direct material cost is relatively easily identified, 
and rEpresents the value of the ra~ material required to 
1rcduce a unit of product. Usually incluaed in this ccst is 
an allowance tor wasted or scrafp€d material. 
Iirect later cost consists cf vage~ and other labor-
rElated costs for froduction vcrkers who are engaged 
directly in specific •anutacturing Oferaticns to convert raw 
Eaterials into finished froducts. 7he direct lator workers 
are those ~he operatE production machines or processing 
· ejuipeent, assemble parts into a finished product 8 or worK 
en the product with tools. 
Overhead# or burden, cost ccDsists cf those costs that 
cannot be S}ecifically attriDuted to a prcduct. Typical of 
the ccsts included in overhead are rent, taxes, utilit~es, 
depreciation, and insurance. Alsc, indirect material costs, 
such as tools and cleaning gear, and indirect laboi, such as 
material handlers and aaintenance personnel, are added into 
overhead cost. 
Overhead costs are allocated to individual products on 
a 1-ercentage basis. A common base is usea to determine this 
percentage, such as the number ot employees involved, direct 
later hours cr cost, direct •aterial hours or cost, or 
machine hours. ihe overhead cc~t is thet determined for a 
1rcduct on a per unit basis. 
~anufacturing costs are also classified as being e~ther 
actual or standard costs. Actual costs are determined by 
